Kinship relations are blood relations or those relations which are created naturally. Kinship is a method of acknowledging relations and it is a social bond initiated by blood or genetic as well as marriage. Kinship is important in all cultures and in all human interaction. Kinship is important to anthropology because anthropology is the study of human behaviour and human behaviour is variable. According to M. Lamp[12] to understand fully the nature of kinship systems it is necessary to understand what kind of linguistic elements these are, and what kind of linguistic relationships. The kinship terminology of any language is a natural meeting point for the disciplines of anthropology and linguistics [6] . Like other languages of the world, Nepali kinship terms are also common for Nepali Language. Nepali 1 or Nepalese (ने पाली) is a language in the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European language family. It takes its root from Sanskrit, the classical language of India. This paper explores the area of kinship terms in Nepali language, and its outlines the standard kinship relations, associated set of terms in the language. The formations of such terms are also elaborated with grammatical analysis. Kinship terms form a considerable part of the WordNet in any language because the kinship terms interacts each other with different relational characteristics of WordNet. Nepali is a morphologically rich language and Kinship terms form an important aspect in morphology of Nepali Language. There are many number of morphological studies in Nepali but most of them are descriptive in nature. Morphology of Nepali has not yet been fully analyzed from computational perspective.
INTRODUCTION
Man is social by nature. He establishes many types of relations with a number of persons. The most important of these relationships is known as kinship and it is a method of acknowledging relationship. It is a social bond initiated by genetic or blood ties as well as marriage. Kinship ties are of fundamental importance in every society all over the world. Family is the point of departure for studying kinship. There are basically two types of kinship within a family and they are Affinal kinship and consanguineous kinship. Affinal kinship is based on marriage and most primary affinal relationship is one between a husband and a wife which in its extended form includes parents and siblings of both sides and their spouses and children. Consanguineal kinship based on descent is called consanguineal kinship, commonly known as blood relation. The relation between a child and his parents, between children of the same set of parents, between uncles and nephews/nieces are examples of consanguineous kinship. Like other languages the kinship terms are also common in the 1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nepali_language Nepali language. Kinship terms form an important aspect in morphology of Language. Nepali is the national language of Nepal. It is also a medium of a uniform, nationwide, educational system, public administration and mass communication. The most recent official census conducted by the government of Nepal in 2001 reports that there are around 20 million Nepali speakers in Nepal, out of which, it is spoken as the mother tongue by 11 million people, and as a lingua franca by others. Nepali or Nepalese (ने पाली) is a language 2 which takes its root from Sanskrit, the classical language of India. Nepali was previously known as Khas Kura and the language of the Khasa kingdom, which ruled over the foothills of current Nepal during the 13th and 14th centuries. The history of the usage of Nepali in writing dates as back as the 12th century AD. Nepali is written with the Devanagari alphabet, which developed from the Brahmi script in the 11th century AD. Linguistically, Nepali is most closely related to Hindi. A large proportion of the technical vocabulary is shared by Hindi and Nepali. Even the script is more or less the same for both languages and differing with each other in only a few minor details. It is the official language of Nepal and is also spoken in Bhutan, parts of India and parts of Myanmar (Burma) and in India; it is one of the country's 22 official languages 3 of India.
Nepali Kinship Terms
We describe the Nepali relations through both consanguinity and affinity. In this case, the consanguinity is the relation by blood or the connection of persons descended from the same stock or common ancestors. Furthermore, the consanguineal relations consist of two types of relation, viz. core and peripheral. On the other hand, the affinal relation is the relation made by marriage but not by blood. The affinal relations also consist of two types, viz. core and peripheral. For convenience, we have followed the common ethnological abbreviations [5] are the following kinship terms [2] .
Kinship relation

Kinship terms
Generation from ego 
TABLE 3--Representing kinship terms through father
The peripheral consanguineal relations through father are father's elder/younger brother, father's elder/younger sister. These terms make a clear age distinction which is dissimilar to English terms uncle for FB and aunt for FZ.
Through mother:
Kinship relation
Kinship terms
TABLE 7--Representing kinship terms through female ego
The peripheral consanguineal relations made by female ego are the same to the relation made by male ego. But the terms are different. The relations, namely brother's/sister's son and brother's/sister's daughter by male ego and female ego are termed differently because of sex distinction.
Through child:
Kinship terms
Affinal relations
The relations made by marriage but not by blood are called the affinal relations. In this way, there are two major ways to establish the relations although there are other ways for establishing the relation. Similar to the consanguineal relations, the affinal relations also have two further types. They are core an peripheral which are described below.
Representing kinship terms of core affinal relations
The concept of the core affinal relation is similar to the core consanguineal relations but they are considerabley different to each other. The affinal relations (made by marriage) through the core consanguineal relations are called the core affinal relations. The core affinal relations are made by the ego's father, mother, siblings and offspring. They are gradually treated in the following ways. 
TABLE 12--Representing kinship terms through ego's child
The terms buhari is common term for SW, SSW, and DSW.
Representing kinship terms of peripheral affinal relations
The affinal relations through peripheral consanguineal relations are known as the peripheral affinal relations. The peripheral affinal relations are also established through different relations which are treated below.
Through parents' siblings:
Kinship relation Kinship terms
Generation from ego
PZDeH, PBDeH Juwai G=0
PZDyH, PBDyH Juwai G=0
PZSeW, PBSeW Bouji G=0
PZSyW, PBSyW Buhari G=0
TABLE 13--Representing kinship terms through parents' siblings
The affinal relations through parent's sibling are parent's brother's/sister's elder daughter's husband, parent's brother's/sister's younger daughter's husband, parent's brother's/sister's elder son's wife and parent's brother's/sister's younger son's wife.
Through parents' child:
Kinship relation 5 is Greek and is a makeup of morph-meaning 'shape, form', and -ology which means 'the study of something'. The term is used not only in linguistics but also in biology as the scientific study of forms and structure of animals and plants, and in geology as the study of formation and evolution of rocks and land forms. We are going to stick to morphology in linguistics, as the scientific study of forms and structure of words in a language. The knowledge of morphology is necessary in order to know the way the human brain works and processes language. It will help to produce new alternatives to learn languages and it will permit its application to artificial intelligence.
Kinship terms Generation from ego
The words are considered to be fundamental building blocks of language. A word (i.e. word form), in real sense, can either be in simple, complex, compound or reduplicated. A simple word consists of a root or stem together with suffixes or prefixes. A compound term can be broken up into two or more independent terms. Nepali has a number of kinship terms in which female gender is indicated by a final suffix i.e /-i/ or /-ni/, such as chorā 'son' versus chorī 'daughter', and is also used to indicate biological sex in non-human animates, such as kukur 'hound' versus kukurnī 'bitch' [7] . In the above Table20 o-ending and non-o-ending terms in Nepali that inflect for feminine gender by various ways are demonstrated [4] ). Another popular suffixes in nepali 6 are chaa and ju. "Chaa" is added to signify "junior" or "lesser". But when added to a name, it is used derogatorily. For example, kya'ah-chaa means nephew where "chaa" is being added to kya'ah(son). When added to name like Amit for "Amitt-chaa", it is being used derogatorily. The suffix "ju" is added to show respect. For example, "Baa-ju" means "fatherin-law" where "ju" is added to "Baa(father)". Unlike "chaa", "ju" is not added to a first/last name directly. Instead, an honorific term like "Bhaaju" is added for males and "Mayju" for females. Example, "Birat bhaaju" for a male name (Birat) and "Suja Mayju" for a female name (Suja).
Prefix -"Tap'ah" is added to denote "remote" or "distant" relative ('distance' in relationship irrespective of spatial extent). A distant (younger) brother (kija) becomes "tap'ahkija". "Tuh" is added to denote "higher". Father (baa)'s senior brother is referred to as "Tuh-baa".
In Nepali kinship terminology, as in the lexicon in general, biological gender can be emphasized or disambiguated with of the two gendered suffixes "Sosura" (EF) and "sasu" ( EM ) in Nepali. It may be observed the addition of "sosura" and "sasu" is not only used for distinguishing the sex of the kinsmen but also found attached to the kin terms. The 'sosura' suffix generally added with male and 'sasu' with female gender .For example Jethasosura(HeB) husband elder brother and jethisasu(HeBW) and both derived from the kinship term jetha(FeB In Nepali, there are two numbers and they are singular and Plural. For the plural of noun, generally it adds the suffix-haru to the end of a word.
Table 22-Representing Number
Nepali kinship terms are usually closely linked to specific pronouns which in turn require specific verbal endings [6] . In other words, when addressing one's own father or someone of that age, one should use the kinship term Phupu and the pronoun tapai. On the other hand, in a conversation with one's younger sister, one would use the term bahinî and most likely the personal pronoun timi. The table 22 above is a provisional attempt at categorizing these relationships.
Conclusion:
Kinship terms generally replace an individual's given name, both as a term of address and for reference. Moreover the metaphorical usage of kinship terms to non-kin is widely observed among the Nepali language. Formation of kinship terms in Nepali language and its morphology have been discussed in the paper. It is seen that the prefixes and suffixes play a major role in formation of the kinship terms in Nepali Language. Moreover for formation of kinship terms it follows some pattern or paradigm in Nepali language. This report can serve as a strong base document for Nepali WordNet [1] development in Nepali language.
